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Photo by Adam Parlin: Eastern Box Turtle
(Terrapene carolina carolina) fitted with biologging equipment and tracking devices

Animals move through their environment but are
modified by ecological and physiological factors that
influence navigation, migration, dispersal, foraging and
exploration. Understanding navigation through their
habitat requires high resolution measurements of activity
and movement best studied in the field in free-ranging
animals. Microclimate conditions including temperature,
humidity, and rainfall can alter activity and movement,
with temperature being one of the most influential
factors. Temperature sensitivity for animals ranges from
a thermal generalist, who can function over a broad
range of temperatures, to a thermal specialist, whose
movement is strongly dependent on temperature.
The research objective for this project was to study
animal-environment interactions and monitor field
metabolic rates and precise GPS locations for freeranging Eastern box turtles. Specifically, the project focus
was to characterize both the daily and seasonal energy
www.awcf1911.org
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allocations of box turtles. The advent of micro data loggers
has permitted the measurement of physiological parameters
including body temperature, animal activity and heart rates.
With support from AWCF, box turtles were monitored in
southwest Ohio at the Miami University Natural Area. Study
sites are near the northern limits of box turtle population
distribution. Habitat in this area is highly fragmented, with a
mix of agriculture, forests, grasslands, and shrubs. Located
east of the Mississippi River, the climate is humid continental
with large seasonal temperature variations, including warm
to hot summers with high humidity and occasionally
severely cold winters, with precipitation distributed
throughout the year. GPS data showed box turtles spent
more time in deciduous and evergreen forests, as well as
grasslands and shrubs, and less time in agricultural lands
and residential areas.
Spatial monitoring: Study results found that box turtles would
move anywhere from 0-100 plus meters in a given day and
temperature did not affect movement (Figure 1). Body
temperature measurements for box turtles ranged between
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Figure 1. Distance plotted against body temperature
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Conservation Book Report
by Daniel Leete, President

Out of the Woods; Seeing
Nature in the Everyday, by Julia
Corbett, 2018, University of
Nevada Press.
This book is a series of eleven
essays. What I appreciate
about the book is that,
refreshingly, the author
presents a number of
opportunities to look at the
common and the mundane,
from a fresh, unusual and
frankly necessary perspective.
As so many of her personal
stories unfold in the book, I
would recognize the scene and
then be surprised at her very
deep, diﬀerent perspective. I
would find myself muttering
(to no one around me): “Huh never thought of that, that way
before.” Corbett pays
particular attention to
language. “What is the true
meaning of what we say?” She
references some of my favorite
authors including Wendell
Berry, John Muir, E. O.
Wilson, Aldo Leopold, etc.
Why am I suggesting that you
read it? Because this book jolts
you out of complacency. The
author does not let you live
each day without forcing you
to realize what you are doing to
the world which is so
important to us. If you are
reading this book report,
chances are good that you are a
member of the American
Wildlife Conservation
Foundation, or are an aﬃliate.
I guarantee this: you’ll be glad
you read this book. It directly
pertains to what we are so
passionate about. Enjoy!

11.0 and 36.0°C, with few temperatures below 12 or above
30°C.
Physiological Monitoring: Heart rate and body temperature
recordings for individual box turtles (1-day, 1-turtle) were
plotted simultaneously (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Raw data of box turtle heart rate and temperature
over a 24 hour period

This raw data showed that box turtles were thermoconforming (i.e. internal temperatures heavily influenced by
external temperatures) with the environment.
The wide relationship between intensity of activity and body
temperature indicates that box turtles are thermal generalists:
the movement of free-living box turtles is not dependent on
temperature. Long term objectives are to understand the
impact of the surrounding environment on thermoregulation.
Future studies will focus on how fragmentation of habitats
may impact box turtle daily activity patterns and what
environmental limitations prevent turtles from dispersing to
new locations.
Adam Parlin is a PhD candidate at the Department of
Biology at Miami University and hopes to wrap up his PhD
by September and start a postdoc in October. His interests
www.awcf1911.org
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AWCF Board/Member
Meeting:
July 15, 10:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Madison County, NY
Cornell Cooperative
Extension Oﬃce
100 Eaton Street
Morrisville NY or
(315)684-3001 dial-in
Agenda:
Grants Committee: Changes
and additions to procedures
and methods. Status on grants
& membership.
Intern presentation: Facebook,
chronology advances &
problems, interviews &
accomplishments
Fundraisers: discussion and
board commitment to projects
& dates
Newsletter: report on recent
newsletter and plans for the
next one
Historian: chronology and a
“box sort”
Bring an “artifact” to discuss
As always, ALL members (not
just Board members) are
invited to attend. Just send an
email to Daniel Leete
(leetedaniel4@gmail.com) to
let him know that you plan to
attend.

are in animal-habitat interactions with research focusing on
thermal biology, ecophysiology, and movement ecology. He
is currently working on comparative field energetics of
thermoregulation in turtle species focusing on the
cardiovascular role in heat exchange and seasonal energetics.

Coyotes and FissionFusion
Katherine Stuart

There’s something primal
when you hear a coyote call.
The most vocal of all North
American mammals, with
numerous distinct calls, the
coyote has been the
subject
of
much
Photo courtesy of Nate Peters
controversy as well as
natepetersphoto.homestead.com
curiosity. Canis latrans,
also known as the
prairie wolf, brush wolf, barking dog or song dog, is
amazingly resilient in the face of change. Found in the family
Canidae and related to domestic dogs, wolves, foxes, jackals,
and dingoes, coyotes were noted in this country on Lewis &
Clark’s Expedition (1804-06) and are also integrally involved
in many Native American cultures and traditions as an
avatar and deity. Southwest tribes such as the Pueblos and
Navajos told stories about “Coyote” to explain human nature
and how the world works. In many Northwestern cultures,
Coyote, although viewed as a trickster, is also viewed as a
respected benefactor of humans, responsible for such
important deeds as bringing fire to the people, teaching them
the arts of civilization, and helping shape the world for their
benefit. In yet other tribes, Coyote is the creator of humanity
or even the world.
Long under pressure by livestock ranchers and governments
trying to eradicate coyotes, it is nearly impossible to
permanently reduce coyote populations. More than 100 years
of coyote killing has failed to diminish them. Historically
found in habitats of the Midwest and Western U.S. and
www.awcf1911.org
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Intern’s Corner: Education
Review by Nicole D’Aurizo
On Wednesday May 29th, 2019
the AWCF held one of its yearly
educational programs at the
USFS Hector Ranger Station
from 6:30 to 9:30 pm. There were
so many people that even with
more chairs being brought in,
people had to stand. Members of
groups from Master Gardeners
and Master Beekeepers were
present as well as interested
individuals.
The first presenter was Scott
McArt from the Department of

Entomology at Cornell. His
presentation was called
“Stressors associated with
worldwide insect declines.” He
highlighted monoculture
agriculture, chemical pesticides,
pathogens, climate change,
urbanization, and deforestation
as driving factors for risks to
pollinator health.

occupying open grasslands, deserts, and sparse
woodlands, the highly versatile coyote has expanded from
historic ranges and moved into diverse and now highly
altered habitats. Coyotes have extended their range from
arctic to tropic and from remote hinterlands to the suburbs
of big cities. As Dan Flores noted in Coyote America: A
Natural and Supernatural History (2016), coyotes have
flourished despite “the most epic campaign that surpassed
any other in terms of the range of killing techniques and
cruelty.”

!
Coyote range expansion by decade, 1900-2016. Ranges are based on
occurrence of museum specimens, peer-reviewed literature with
associated specimens or photographs and reports from state wildlife
management agencies. The distribution of coyotes between the Yucatan
Peninsula and Nicaragua is coarsely depicted due to the paucity of
available data. Body, JW, Kays R (2018) Mapping the expansion of coyotes
(Canis latrans) across North and Central America. ZooKeys: 759:81-97.

More recent research shows that coyotes have an adaptive,
evolutionarily-derived strategy for surviving under
persecution. When social structures are stable, typically
only the alpha pair in a pack will mate and subordinates
usually help rear and socialize the new pups. When pack
animals such as coyotes and dingoes are killed, the social
structure of their pack breaks down, and more female
www.awcf1911.org
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Intern’s Corner: Education
Review by Nicole D’Aurizo
(continued)
The second speaker was Paige
Muniz also from the Department
of Entomology. Her presentation
was called, “Importance, status
and conservation of New York’s
wild bees”. She discussed the
characteristics of diﬀerent types
of bees and described their ideal
habitats. She also gave examples
of ways that landscaping can be
done to maximize the variety of
bees and other pollinators that are
attracted to the area.

The third presenter was Charles
R. Smith who retired from the
Department of Natural Resources
at Cornell. His presentation was
“Importance, Status, and
Management of Grassland Birds
in New York State.” Grassland
bird populations are in decline
because of the loss of habitat. He
suggested keeping large areas with
tall grasses, minimal woody
vegetation, and using fewer broad
herbicides.

coyotes are likely to breed. If the alpha female dies, beta
females breed. Pressured, they engage in an adaptation
Dan Flores calls “fission-fusion”: packs break up and
pairs and individuals scatter and colonize new areas, so
their numbers may actually increase. Packs generally
protect their territories, so humans killing coyotes and
breaking up packs allows new animals to come in,
increasing the population. In a disrupted pack, more
coyotes breed at younger ages, and more pups will
survive following a temporary increase in prey. In full
colonization mode, scientists have found that coyotes can
withstand as much as a 70% yearly kill rate; by the next
season the population will be back to its original number.
Another aspect of fission-fusion is that when populations
are pressured, litter sizes increase. The average littler size
is usually around six but under heavy hunting pressure,
litter sizes will increase as high as 12 to 16 pups.
Coyotes appear to be monogamous
and the bonds between alpha pairs are
broken upon the death of one of the
pair. Coyotes usually breed in
February and March, producing litters
in April and May. They will also
hybridize with dogs and wolves
although this is relatively uncommon.
Coyote dens are diverse - under logs,
or in caves, hollowed out tree stumps,
or rock outcrops. They will also
Coyote Den with pups
build dens from scratch by
digging a hole. Often coyotes do Photo courtesy of Urban Coyote
Research Project
not dig their own dens - they
urbancoyoteresearch.com
will find an abandoned den of a
badger, raccoon, skunk, or fox
and enlarge it. Pup season is the only time coyotes will
voluntarily use a den - otherwise they sleep above ground
in the open or in cover.
Coyotes are omnivorous and opportunistic, and usually
survive on carrion, small mammals such as rodents,
insects, birds, snakes, fruits and vegetables. They will
also hunt domestic livestock and pets, generally taking
www.awcf1911.org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FOR 2019
July 3: Rogers Center from
6:30-7:30
Everyday Poisons—Learning
Lecture. Discover which plants
you see every day are poisonous
and how the toxins work,
Sherburne, NY Call (607)
674-4733 for details.
July 7-14: Invasive species
awareness week. NY Statewide.
https://www.sleloinvasives.org/
event/invasive-species-awarenessweek-isaw/
July 17-19: 20 Years of Northeast
Partners in Amphibian & Reptile
Conservation. Stockton
University, Galloway, NJ.
http://northeastparc.org
July 17-20: 4th International
Conference on Pollinator
Biology, Health, and Policy.
University of California, Davis,
CA https://honey.ucdavis.edu/
pollinatorconference2019
July 19: iMap Invasive Training.
Canton, NY
https://www.sleloinvasives.org/
wp-content/uploads/2019/06/
July-19th-Canton-iMapWorkhsop-Flier.pdf
July 27-29: Southwest Partners in
Amphibian and Reptile
Conservation. SWPARC Annual
Meeting. Rodeo, NM
http://www.swparc.org

prey that is the easiest to obtain, usually the young or the
weak and old. Although they live in family groups,
coyotes often travel and hunt alone but can also work in
teams. While coyotes can be affected by diseases such as
distemper, hepatitis, and parvo virus (a highly contagious
viral disease causing gastrointestinal distress and
potentially deadly), they also can directly or indirectly
help to keep rodent populations in check, control disease
transmission (by limiting rodent populations), consume
animal carcasses, remove sick animals from the gene pool,
and increase biodiversity.
Resilient in the face of change, opportunistic, smart and
strategic hunters, coyotes have been studied in diverse
areas and habitats across the country from Yellowstone
National Park to the suburbs of Chicago and Atlanta.
Apex predators, such as coyotes, can have profound effects
on ecosystems by controlling prey density, regulating
disease, and maintaining biodiversity. By learning to coexist with them and other apex predators, and not react
out of fear or stereotypes, we can provide more holistic
and ecologically sustainable outcomes.
For more
information, check projectcoyote.org

Walcott native is first intern
at the American Wildlife
Conservation Foundation
Nicole D’Aurizo, an honors sophomore
at Wells College in Aurora, New York,
is currently a research intern with the
American Wildlife Conservation Foundation. She is
studying the 108-year history of the organization, and
developing an updated social media approach to
introduce younger concerned individuals to an important
conservation ethic fostered by the AWCF. Nicole, an
environmental science major, has gained the opportunity
to study the science of leadership in a multinational
organization. She attends training sessions on presenting

www.awcf1911.org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FOR 2019 continued:
Aug 2-3: International conference
on biodiversity and biological
conservation. New York, NY
https://10times.com/icbenewyork
Aug 8-9: International
conference on biodiversity and
biological conservation. New
York, NY
https://waset.org/conference/
2019/08/new-york/ICBBC
Aug 20-22: 5th Biennial America’s
Grassland Conference. National
Wildlife Federation. Bismarck,
ND. https://www.nwf.org/OurWork/Our-Lands/AmericasGrasslands-Conference
Aug 21-25: 44th Annual
Conference of Western Field
Ornithologists. Albuquerque,
NM https://
www.westernfieldornithologists.o
rg/conference.php
Aug 22-25: 2019 Davis Mountains
Hummingbird Celebration. Fort
Davis, TX https://
davismountainshummingbirdcele
bration.com
Sep 4-6: Arctic Futures 2050
Conference. Washington, D.C.
https://
www.searcharcticscience.org/
arctic-2050/conference-2019
Sep 7-8: Raptor weekend.
Audubon Nature Center &
Aquarium. Bristol, RI
https://asri.org/
raptorweekend.html

programs for the public, marketing, financing for nonprofits, and on how to build long-term relationships with
communities and the media.
The American Wildlife Conservation Foundation gives
grants, annually, for scientific research in conservation,
environmental, and natural history related matters, and
provides free public education programs on a wide range
of topics related to our natural world. For more
information, check out our website: www.awcf1911.org.

President’s Message
Daniel Leete

Good morning, good afternoon or good
evening to you. I am smiling to myself as I
write that first sentence in this newsletter
because I just realized I am incredibly
lucky to know so many dedicated people
living across the United States who all get up every
morning willing to advocate for keeping this amazing
planet we all live on in good shape. I need to remind
myself daily that thousands of people on any given day
are working hard to support so many different
environmental, political and social causes. I don’t know
about you, but I believe when people come together to
think, create, problem-solve and vision together, the spirt
of group engagement helps all of us stay more committed
and connected. I need to feel passionate in order to stay
resilient. I also need to know I am not alone in doing the
work that I do.
Today I owe a thank you to my wife for once again
reminding me that environmental advocates like myself
can turn people off: 1) when we try to do our work alone,
or 2) when we only talk about the dire situation our
natural world is currently in. And while I do believe it is
dangerous for any of us to turn a cheek or stay in denial
about the changes on the planet that are frightening,
dangerous, and devastating to witness, I also know there is
also much to celebrate.
www.awcf1911.org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FOR 2019 continued:
Sep 10-13: 7th World Mountain
Ungulate Conference, Bozeman,
MT http://
www.wildsheepfoundation.org/
mission-and-programs/7thworld-ungulate-conference
Sep 13-15: Taking Flight/NYS
Ornithological Association.
Birding in the Catskills.
Kingston, NY http://
catskillcenter.org/details
Sep 15: NH Audubon Annual
Gathering. Newbury, NH
http://www.nhaudubon.org/
events-and-news/annualgathering/
Sep 16-20: OceanObs’19.
Sustainable Ocean Management
& Conservation. Honolulu, HI
http://www.oceanobs19.net
Sep 19-21: Whiting Forest of
Dow Gardens Birding Festival.
Midland, MI
https://www.dowgardens.org/
festivals
Sep 22-26: Pathways: Human
Dimensions of Wildlife
Conference, Estes Park, CO
https://
sites.warnercnr.colostate.edu/
pathways/
Sep 29-Oct 3: National Wildlife
Society 26th Annual
Conference. Reno, NV. The
Wildlife Society and the
American Fisheries Society will
hold their first-ever joint
conference
https://wildlife.org/2019conference/

Like all of you I am confronted with witnessing the
destruction that takes place as we (as a 21st. century
human species), attempt to confront massive, complex
and sometimes unsolvable global natural resource issues.
Anyone reading this newsletter could most likely name
actual friends, neighbors, relatives and animals in their
lives that have suffered terribly this past year in floods,
fires, hurricanes, tornadoes, blizzards, strange storms and
overly warm dry spells. It is hard to watch and
emotionally digest this type of upheaval on such a
consistent basis.
So honestly, even though I am naturally more positive
than not, I sometimes feel more than just worried about
the state of our planet. Sometimes, especially when I am
tired or discouraged, I feel downright depressed and
hopeless about our world. However, if I dare to listen
closely to myself, I recognize it is actually human nature
to worry, ruminate, and talk about the problems in our
lives. When I was much younger, I thought I needed to
have a constant positive attitude about anything and
everything that happened in my life. I was a born fixer
and motivator - or so I thought. I was actually known as
the “positive mental attitude” guy.
What I have come to learn as I have aged and hopefully
grown a bit, (mostly the hard way), however, is that I can
not fix everything just because I want to. I have to accept
how little control I actually have. I need to be able to hold
back the dark and depressing news that assaults me and
all of us. We suffer as a species and apparently I don’t get
out of that suffering by masking my fear. As I enter my
seventh decade I have come to accept what I can not fix,
change, impact, or do. I have learned to hold this attitude
of acceptance, however, while simultaneously paying
attention to what is still important, worth fighting for, and
downright miraculous every day. My wife, a strong
advocate herself, calls this the “both/and” approach
toward life.
So today while reading some dire and substantiated
research about the overall decline in almost all nonwww.awcf1911.org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FOR 2019 Continued
Oct 2-4: 10th Annual Student
Conference on Conservation
Science. New York, NY
https://www.amnh.org/research/
center-for-biodiversityconservation/convening-andconnecting/student-conferenceon-conservation-science-newyork-sccs-ny
Oct 8-10: 10th Annual
Northwest Climate Conference.
Working together to build a
resilient Northwest. Portland,
OR https://
www.nwclimateconference.org/?
fbclid=IwAR2__DYBJax5b1FNJ
_saq9GDj0JD_YIB3zUZYL4Bn
rCx1Mi_9V1P32C_vkQ
Oct 12: 2019 Wildlife
Conservation Fall Expo, San
Francisco, CA
https://wildnet.org/events/
Oct 7-12: 2019 World Whale
Conference: Journeys that
inspire change. Queensland,
Australia.
https://
www.worldwhaleconference.com
Oct 15-20 & Dec 6-8: Wings
over water wildlife festival:
Programs in six national wildlife
refuges, Cape Hatteras National
Seashore, Jockey’s Ridge State
Park and more, Manteo, NC
https://nebula.wsimg.com/
001ba907c132dc9254a3a7d3afa1e
3fe?
AccessKeyId=5F752382A837D2E
B8C7E&disposition=0&allowori
gin=1
Oct 17-19: Rally 2019: The
National Land Conservation
Conference, Raleigh, NC
http://alliancerally.org

human species in 2019,
I had to feel what was
heartbreaking to me and at the same time hold on to some
great news. My young grandson called me. He, in his
grandfather’s footsteps, had learned to love bird watching
this year. He is only seven but he is already a bird lover and
an outdoor enthusiast. A few weeks ago after I sent him a
used copy of an adult bird book he used his own money to
buy me a new hummingbird feeder. My wife had taught
him to search birds with real binoculars outside his third
floor apartment window. He loves hummingbirds and he
knew I needed a smaller, newer hummingbird feeder so he
bought me one.
My grandson is in his first Cub Scout pack this year and his
father is really loving how as a 40-something father, he now
gets to re-live our scout days. When I opened my email and
saw the recent picture of my grandson marching with his
scout troop in the big Rose parade in Portland, Oregon, it
brought a huge smile to my face. This kid is already
hooked on birds, fish, scouts, biking, hiking, swimming,
camping, and yes - his computer games. The birds on our
thirty acres, although in serious trouble as species, are still
adding color, sound and sensation in my life every day.
And although I hate the fact that my neighbor burns
unseasoned wood that sends pollution thru my windows
and drives my wife crazy, I enjoy sharing fresh, succulent
rhubarb from my garden with him.
So thank you for listening to my philosophical rambling.
Really what I want to say in this newsletter is simply this:
Take time this week to remember you are not alone in
supporting the causes that are important to you. You can
accept both the suffering and joy that life brings you even
on the days you feel exhausted, overly stressed, frantically
busy and overwhelmed. I hope today you can sit
somewhere outdoors, settle in, and make peace with all of
it. Thank you for keeping my spirits buoyant. You all keep
me resilient in different and fascinating ways.

www.awcf1911.org
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